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On the equivariant structure of ideals in abelian
extensions of local fields (with an appendix by W. Bley)

David Burns

Abstract. Let p be an odd rational prime and K a finite extension of Qp We give a complete
classification of those finite abelian extensions L/K in which any ideal of the valuation ring of L is
free over its associated order in Qp[GoZ(L/Ä')] In an appendix W Bley describes an algorithm
which can be used to determine the structure of Galois stable ideals in abelian extensions of
number fields The algorithm is applied to give several new and interesting examples
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1. Introduction

Let L/K be a finite Galois extension of number fields, or of p-adic fields for some
rational prime p For brevity we shall refer to these cases as 'global' and 'local'
respectively We let G denote the Galois group of L/K, and Ol the ring of
algebraic integers or valuation ring of L in the global and local case respectively
In this paper we are interested in studying, for any subfield E of K, the explicit
Oe [G]-structure of each G-stable O^-ideal This is a long standing and difficult
problem

If L/K is at most tamely ramified, then Ulloin has shown that each G-stable
ideal of Ol is locally-free, respectively free, as an 0g[G]-module in the global,
respectively local, case [Ul] In the local case an explicit set of O^[G]-generators
for each ideal can be described (cf [K]) In the global case, M Taylor has
characterised the Z[G]-stable-isomorphism class of Ol in terms of Artin root numbers
attached to the irreducible complex symplectic characters of G [T2], [Fr3] and
the OK[G]-structure of OL has been studied by McCulloh [M] The study of the
Z[G]-structure of other G-stable ideals of Öl began in a special case in [Er] -

where Erez studied the square root Al/k of the inverse different of L/K - and
then the general case was investigated in [Bu5] Taken in conjunction with Taylor's

theorem the techniques of [Bu5] should in fact suffice to explicitly describe
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the Z[G]-stable-isoinorphisin class of each G-stable ideal of Ol
The situation for wildly ramified extensions remains much less clear In the

local case, Ullom has shown that the freeness of any O^-ideal / over 0e[G] is a

strong restriction on both the ramification of L/K and the L-valuation of/ ([Ul],
Theorem 2 1) Furthermore, the Oe[G]-structure of an ideal / depends in general
upon more than just the L-valuation of / together with the ramification invariants
of L/K and E (cf for example ([Be2], Chapitre II, IV)), and there are still very
few explicit results

Keeping with the local case, the Krull-Schmidt-Azuinaya theorem implies that
each ideal of Ol can be uniquely expressed as a direct sum of indecomposable
0£[G]-modules For the case E K Borevic and Vostokov [Bo,V] and Vostokov
[VI], [V2] have characterised Ok [G]-indecomposabihty of O^-ideals in abelian p-
extensions L/K They prove in particular that if L/K is a non-cyclic abelian
p-extension, then all ideals of Ol are mdecomposible as Ok[G]-modules, and an
extension of (a weaker version of) this result to arbitrary non-cyclic abelian groups
was recently obtained in [Bl,Bu]

The investigation of Ol as a sum of explicitly described indecomposable 7LV [G]-
modules was begun in [R-C,V-S,M], and has continued in [E], [E,M1], and [E,M2]
However, even in the case that ZP[G] is of finite representation type the full
description of Ol has been only partially achieved, and the general problem still
appears to be effectively intractable

An alternative approach to these problems in both the local and global case is
to determine the full endomorphism ring A(E[G],I) in E[G] of a G-stable ideal

/ and then to study the structure of / as an A(E[G], I)-modu\e This approach
was originally motivated by work of Leopoldt in [L] and of Fröhlich in [Frl], and
has continued in for example [J], [F], [Bel], [Be2], [T3], [Bu2], [By], [Ch,L] etc
The extensive theory and results of the global tame theory suggest that, aside
from the case E K, the case E Q, respectively E <Qp, may be of particular
interest in this respect Furthermore, whilst one knows that Ol is not in general a
free A(E[G], ÖL)-modu\e, and that the explicit description of A(E[G],I) appears
in general to be an intractable problem (cf [Bl,Bu] for example), certain recent
results (cf [Er], [Er,T], ([Bu2], Proposition 2 2)) suggest that under suitable
conditions there may be an interesting structure theory for G-stable ideals other
than OL

In this direction we shall give in this paper a complete classification for each odd

prime p of those abelian extensions L/K of p-adic fields in which there exists any
ideal / of Ol which is free over *4(Qp[G], /) The mam result given here (Theorem
1 3) is, to our knowledge, the first example of a general classification theorem

concerning the structure of ideals (over associated orders) in wildly ramified local
extensions The result of Theorem 1 3 is m effect a natural generalisation of the
mam local results of [Ul] and [U2] Furthermore, the proof we shall give involves
extending the mam results of [Bel], [Bu2], and [Bl,Bu] In conjunction with some
explicit examples (due to Werner Bley) we are also able to resolve all of the 'Open
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Questions' raised in ([Bu2], §2 and §4 3)

Together with standard localisation procedures, the result of Theorem 1 3 gives
a complete classification of those abelian extensions L/K of number fields in which
2 is tamely ramified and some G-stable ideal / of Öl is locally-free over *4(Q[G], /)
This result shows how the local aspect of Leopoldt's 'Hauptsatz' [L] fits into a

general context In Leopoldt's examples one has K Q, and Öl is always free

over *4(Q[G], Öl) In general however, even if K Q and G is abelian the local-
freeness of an ideal / over *4(Q[G], /) does not imply that it is free (cf [Bu3]) and
there is a genuine global problem to consider The study of extensions in which
A{'Q[G\1Ol) is equal to the maximal Z-order in Q[G] began in [Frl] and a more
or less satisfactory structure theory for Öl in this case was recently described in
[T4] However, there is at present no similar theory for ideals other than Öl The
study of Al/k m weakly ramified extensions was begun by Erez in [Er] and then
subsequently refined by Erez and Taylor in [Er,T] Erez and Taylor showed inter
aha that if L/K is at most tamely ramified, then Al/k ls a &ee Z[G]-module, but
it is still open as to whether Al/k is free m arbitrary weakly ramified extensions
In this direction, we present an appendix prepared by Werner Bley in which is
described an algorithm for determining the Galois structure of ideals in abelian
extensions of number fields As particular applications Bley exhibits certain wildly
ramified extensions in which there are G-stable ideals / (including in some cases

/ Al/k) which are free over A(E[G],T) for some subfield E of K (cf Appendix,
Example 2) His examples are the first of this type and in particular suggest the
possibility that there are finer structure results than those proved in [Er] and
[Er,T]

§ 0. Basic notation and preliminaries

Throughout this paper, all fields considered are finite extensions of either Q or <Qp

for some (odd) rational prime p We fix algebraic closures Qc and Q° of Q and Qp
respectively If if is a finite extension of Qp, then we let &k denote its absolute
ramification degree, vk(-) its standard valuation, Ök its valuation ring, and pK
and O*K the maximal ideal and unit group of Ok respectively If if is a number
field, then Ok is its ring of algebraic integers In both cases we let %k denote the

group of fractional O^-ideals
For any finite abelian group F, and any commutative ring R, we write i?[F]

for the group ring of F with coefficients in R For any finite extension E of <Qp

or Q and any O^[F]-lattices X and Y which span the same i?[F]-space we write
[X Y]Oe for the C^-module index (an element oflE), and we let A(E[T],X,Y)
denote the set {A G E[T] XX Ç Y} For each such lattice X we write *4(£[F], X)
in place of A(E\T],X,X) This is the 'associated order' of X in E[T], and is an
0^-order in E[T] which contains öE[T] If X' Ç X and Y Ç Y', then of course

A(E[T}}X,Y)CA(E[T}}X',Y') (0 1)
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We write M.{E,Y) for the unique maximal O^-order in E\T] For each strictly
positive integer n we let Cn denote the cyclic group of order n

The cardinality of a finite set F is written jj=F For each subgroup A of F we set

tA J2seA ô and let eA denote the idempotent #A~1tA of E[T] For each OE[T}-
lattice X we write XA for the OB[F]-sublattice {x G X 5x x, all ö G A} of
A-fixed points There is a natural identification e^S[F] i?[F/A] which restricts
to give identifications eAM(E,T) M(E,T/A) and eAOE[T] OE[T/A], and
with respect to this identification we regard each X as an O^[F/A]-lattice

The group of irreducible Q°-characters of F is written F*, and for any character
9 G F* we let ee denote the idempotent #r~1 ]T7er fl^h"1 of Q°[F]

If L/K is an abehan extension of p-adic fields of group G, then for any subfield
E of K and any integers i and j we shall write A(E[G],i,j), or exceptionally
(i,j)e, m place of ^.(£^[(3], p^,pj^) If t,j,t', and j' are any integers such that
both % <%' and j > j1, then as a special case of (0 1) one has

A(E[G\,i,3)çA(E[G\,ï,3') (0 2)

We now quickly recall some of the elementary ramification theory of L/K (details
of which can be found in ([S], IV)) If A G E[G\ and Y is any subset of L such that
AY ^ 0, then we let vl(XY) denote the (finite) minimum of the set {«^(Ay) y G

Y} We let G*W and G/%\ denote the zth upper and lower ramification subgroups

of G, and we write vM> and mm for the zth jump numbers of the upper and lower
ramification filtrations of L/K (It is a simple computational matter to convert
between these different filtration numbermgs For each g G G, each x Ci L, and
each strictly positive integer i, one has

f vL(x) +i, if p \vL(x)
geG{l)\G{l+1) => vL((g-l)x) \ M ^

' / (0 3)v; v ; I > vL(x) + t, lfp I uL(x)
For any non-negative integers m and n, any elements A G E[G] and /x G Öb[G],
any elements {(71,(72} C Gu\ \ C/^n for some strictly positive integer 1, and any
subset Y Ç L such that both (g\ - l)mXY ^ 0 and (g2 - l)n/^XY ^ 0, the property
(0 3) implies that

m<n => vL ((31 - l)mAY) < vL (((72 - 1)"mAF) (0 4)

For each integer j, and each subgroup H of G, one has an equality

(0 5)
#(G(o) n ff)

We now let C denote the maximal subgroup of G(q) of order prime to p Then C
is cyclic, and C* has a canonical generator x(L/K) with the following property
for each x G L, and each x € C* for which exx ^ 0, one has

vL (exx) > vL (x) with equality if and only if x x(L/K)VL^ (0 6)

(cf ([Bel], §2))
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§ 1. Statement of the main results

Let p be an odd rational prime. Unless stated to the contrary, in this section

L/K denotes a totally ramified abelian extension of p-adic fields. The extension

L/K has group G and degree pnr with n > 1 and p \ r. We let P and C denote
the subgroups of G of order pn and r respectively, so that in particular one has

We recall that L/K is said to be 'weakly ramified' if G™ 1 (cf. [Er]). If this
is the case, then since L/K is totally ramified, it follows that G is an elementary
abelian p-group.

Lemma 1.1. Let E be any subfield of K.
(i) (Ullom, cf. ([Ul], Theorem 2.1), ([U2], Theorem 2), and ([US], Theorem 2)).
For any ideal pL the following conditions are equwalent:-
(a) pL is free over Oe [G].
(b) H°(G,pl)=0.
(c) L/K is weakly ramified and i 1 modulo #G.
(ii) ([Bu2], Proposition 2.2). If ex 1 and G is an elementary abelian p-group,
then {L/K is weakly ramified, and) Öl is free over Oe[G]{ 1, p~Ha} ¦ D

The extension L/K is said to be 'almost maximally ramified' if its first (upper)
jump number u^> satisfies u^> {pen—5)/(p—1) for a positive integer 5 satisfying
ör < p (cf. [J], [Frl]). By an easy exercise in computing valuations one can prove
the following result (cf. Lemma 3.2).

Lemma 1.2. Let E be any absolutely unramified subfield of K. Then A(E[G\\ Ol)
A4(E,G) if and only if L/K is cyclic and almost maximally ramified. D

For any ideal / of Ol we shall write Fr(E[G];I) if / is free over its associated
order A(E[G];I) in E[G\. We shall write Fr(E[G];lL) to mean that there exists an
ideal / of OL for which Fr(E[G\; I). In a similar way, we shall write NFr(E[G]; /),
respectively NFy(E[G];Il), to indicate that Fy(E[G];I) is not true, respectively
that NFr(£[G]; /) for all ideals / of OL.

We can now state our main result.

Theorem 1.3.
(i) If G^ ' is not cyclic, then Fr(Qp[G];Ii) if and only if L/K is weakly ramified.

(ii) Let G' ' be cyclic of order at least p
(a) Ifepc > 1, then Fr(Qp[G];Ii) if and only ifL/K is almost maximally ramified.
(b) IfeK l and Fr(Qp[G];IL)J then r < 2p.

(iii) Let G^> have order p.
(a) If epc > 1, then Fr(Qp[G];Ik) if and only if L/K is either weakly or almost
maximally ramified.
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(b) IfeK I, then Fr(Qp[G];IL) if and only if r < 2p.

Corollary 1.4. Fr(Qp[G]; Öl) if and only if either L/K is cyclic and almost
maximally ramified or L/K is non-cyclic and both ex 1 and L/K is weakly
ramified.

Proof. If G is non-cyclic and Fr(Qp[G]; ÖL), then Theorem 1.3(i) implies that L/K
is weakly ramified. If L/K is weakly ramified and ck > 1, then it will follow from
Proposition 1.8 below that NFr(Qp[G]; OL). Finally, if L/K is weakly ramified
and ck 1, then Fr(Qp[G]; Öl) as a consequence of Lemma l.l(ii).

If L/K is cyclic and almost maximally ramified, then it follows immediately
from Lemma 1.2 that Fr(Qp[G]; Öl)- Conversely, Berge has shown that if ck 1

and L/K is cyclic, then Fr(Qp[G]; Öl) implies that L/K is almost maximally
ramified (cf. Lemma 3.11). The fact that the same is true if ex > 1 and L/K is

cyclic will follow from Theorem 1.3(iii)(a) and Proposition 1.8 below. D

Remarks 1.5. (i) Theorem 1.3 does not extend to include the case p 2. For
example, even with K Q2, it is possible that L/K is neither cyclic or weakly
ramified and yet Fr(Q2[G];IL) (cf. ([Bl,Bu], Beispiel 3.2)).
(ii) We shall see that if ck > 1, then all (relevant) assertions of Theorem 1.3 remain
valid if Qp is replaced by any absolutely unramified subfield of K. However, this
is not true if ck 1. Indeed, Example 1.6 below shows that if ck 1, then
¥ï{K[G\;Tl) is possible even if L/K is neither cyclic or weakly ramified. For any
given ideal / of Öl, and any absolutely unramified subfield E of K, the problems
of deciding whether either Fr(Qp[G];/) or Fr(E[G];I) are related by Lemma 1.7

below.
(iii) In the case ex 1 and G abelian but not cyclic it was first conjectured
in [Bui], respectively [Bu2], that L/K must be weakly ramified if Fr(K[G];öL),
respectively if Ft(K[G];Il)- However, Example 1.6 below shows that this stronger
form of Theorem 1.3(i) raised in ([Bu2], Open Question 2.3) is not true. Taken in
conjunction with the result of ([Bu2], Theorem 5) it also shows that the answer
to ([Bu2], Open Question 2.1) is in general negative. At the moment I know of no
counter-example to the conjecture made in [Bui]. Nevertheless, Theorem 1.3 and
Corollary 1.4 are perhaps best regarded as vérifications of a generalisation of the
'corrected version' of the conjectures made in [Bu2] and [Bui] respectively.

Example 1.6. (W. Bley, cf. (Appendix, Example 1)). Let D Q(v^T), and let
F be the subfield of the ray class field D(27) of conductor 27 over D which is fixed
by the unique subgroup of Gal(D(27)/D) of order 2 and also by the Frobenius
automorphism of 10. Then F/D is an extension with group isomorphic to Cg x G3

and is totally ramified at 3. If L and K denote the completions of F and D at the
unique prime ideal above 3, then Fr(K[Gal(L/K)]; pL) for each S G {8, 9, 10 }.
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The most useful approach to the problem of determining whether modules are
locally-free over associated orders is still Fröhlich's old observation ([Pr2], Theorem
4) that such questions can be determined by means of an index-theoretic criterion.
In the next result we use Fröhlich's criterion to compare the conditions Fr(Qp[G]; /)
and Fr(£?[G]; /) for any absolutely unramified subfield E of K.

Lemma 1.7. Let E be any absolutely unramified subfield of K. Then for any ideal

I ofOL one has Fr(Qp[G];/) if and only if both Fr(E[G];I) and A(E[G];I)
,[G\;i)oE.

Proof. We fix an ideal / and write A,A',Ae,M and Me for A(<QP[G}; I),
A(%[G];I)OE,A(E[G];I),M(%,G) and M(E,G) respectively. Since A' Ç AE
and Me MOE the result of [Fr2], Theorem 4) implies that

Fr(Qp[G];J) *> [M : A}[*p:Qp] [MI : I]ïp

(and after tensoring with Oe (over 7LV) this is equivalent to

¦£> [Me '¦ A'\q ' [MI : I\q '

** [Me : .A']^1 [MI : /]Ob
<!=> Fy(E[G];I) and ^B ^'

(where here the last equivalence is again a consequence of [Fr2], Theorem 4)). D

As is already clear from Theorem 1.3, the cases of G cyclic and non-cyclic
behave quite differently. In §3 we shall see that if G is cyclic, then there are often

many ideals / for which Fr(Qp[G];/). This is in fact especially so if ck 1 and
so in this case we shall give an explicit description of each order A(K[G]; I) (cf.
Lemma 3.7). In conjunction with the techniques of [Bu2] these descriptions are
sufficient to determine whether / is free over *4(£?[G]; /) (for any subfield E of K),
and so in particular resolve the issue left open by Theorem 1.3(ii)(b).

The following results show that, in contrast to the general cyclic case, if L/K
is weakly ramified, then there are few ideals / for which Fr(Qp[G]; /).

Proposition 1.8. Assume G^ I, and let E be any absolutely unramified
subfield of K.
(i) If ex > 1, then Fr(E[G]; plL) if and only if i 1 modulo =f/=G (in which case

(ii) If epc 1, then Fr(E[G]; plL) if either i 1 modulo =f/=G (in which case

A(E[G];pl) OE[G\) or i 0 modulo #G (in which case A(E[G];p'lL)
OE[G}{1, p-hG}).

Remark 1.9. In the case Gm 1 the explicit Zp[G]-structure of Ol has been

determined by Elder and Madan, and is in general rather complicated (cf. [EMI]).
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There are however serious technical difficulties involved in trying to extend their
methods to deal with arbitrary ideals of Ol (cf. [EM2], Lemma 2).

In the special case that #G p2 and Gm 1 we shall obtain a result finer
than that of Proposition 1.8, and to state this we need a preparatory lemma.

We let S denote the set of integers i with 1 < i < p -\- 1. If P is any group
isomorphic to Cp x Cp we label its proper subgroups as Pt for i G £, and for each
such subgroup we choose an element gt G P \ Pt and set ft := gt — 1 G Z[P] (the
precise choice of the elements gt does not matter in what follows). For each i G S

we write et for the idempotent epz, and we let k,E denote the residue field Oe/pe-
We use the following lemma.

Lemma 1.10. Let E be any absolutely unramified extension of<Qp. Let P be any
group isomorphic to Cp X Cp. For each integer r with 1 < r < p we define an
Oe -lattice

Ar(£,P): fSSro-JT*. ¦/! <>

[ OEpeP, ifr=p,
and then set

i=p
Ar(E,P) := OE[P] +

Then each A.r(E,P) is an ÖE[P]-sublattice of M(E,P). Furthermore, if one sets

Ar{E,Py := A.r(E,P)/A.p(E,P), then there is a natural filtration of'/^[P]-spaces

Ai(E,P)' D A2(E,P)' D.... dAp(E,P)' ={0},
and an isomorphism of Jze-spaces

Proof. We leave this as an exercise for the reader using the following facts:-

(1.2) M{E,P) OE[P] + OEeP +1 2

(1.3) [M(E,P) : Ap(E,P)]OE p
(1.4) For each integer s G S, each strictly positive integer k, and each choice
of elements {ht : 1 < i < k} of P \ Ps there exists a unit u G Z* such that
rn^l"1^1* ~ l)es is congruent to uf^xes modulo f^esOE[P] ¦

(1.5) Taken in conjunction with (1.4) the equality ^îëE e* 1 +PeP can be
used to show that for each integer s G S, and each non-negative integer k with
k <p-l, one has f^eseAk+1(E,P). D
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The following result is at the heart of our proof of Theorem 1.3(i).

Proposition 1.11. Let G be isomorphic to either Cp or Cp X Cp, and suppose
that G12) 1- Let E be any absolutely unramified subfield of K.
(i) If eK > 1, then for any integer i one has A(E[G]; plL) Oe[G\ ¦ However, one
has A(K[G\\ p%L) Opc[G] if and only if i 1 modulo =ff=G.

(ii) If eK I, then A(E[G}; p'lL) OE[G] if and only if i 1 modulo #G.
Furthermore, if jfcG p, then Fr(K[G]; plL) for all integers i, whereas if jfcG p
then Fr(K[G]; plL) if and only if either i 0 or 1 modulo p or for some integer
k with 1 < k < p — 2 one has both i — k modulo p and

A{K[G]-p-LK) n (AP-K(K,G)\AP-K+1(K,G)) + 0.

ReniEtrks 1.12. (i) In the case that ejf > 1, G(2) 1 an(i G ls isomorphic to
either Cp or Cp x Cp, the question of whether Fr(i?[G]; /) is completely answered

by Proposition 1.11 (i) in conjunction with Lemma 1.1. Note also that since 0_e[G]
is Gorenstein these results imply that in this case each ideal of Ol is decomposable
as an OB[G]-module (cf. ([Cu,R], (37.13))).
(ii) In the case ck 1 Lemma 1.7 shows how Proposition 1.11 (il) gives information
concerning structure of ideals over all subfields E of K. Taken together with
Theorem 1.3(1) the Example 1.6 shows that in this case the condition Fr(E[G];T)
certainly depends on the field E.

As recalled earlier, Fröhlich has shown that the problem of determining whether
modules are locally-free over associated orders can be decided by means of a purely
index-theoretic computation. Given the results stated above it is however clear
that the main module theoretic problem in local arithmetic is to determine the

genus of modules which are not locally-free, and so it would be interesting to know
if this more general problem can also be decided by 'index-theoretic data' alone.
In this direction, it is interesting to note that if G is cyclic, then Jakovlev has

shown that the isomorphism class of a finitely generated Zp[G]-lattice is uniquely
determined by its Täte cohomology groups [Ja]

We now turn to consider the global case, and so let L/K denote an abelian
extension of number fields. In conjunction with some standard functorial properties
of associated orders (cf. [J], [Be2]), Theorem 1.3 gives a complete classification of
those extensions L/K in which all primes over 2 are at most tamely ramified and
there exists any G-stable ideal / of Ol which is locally-free over *4(Q[G];/). For
the special case / Ol one knows that if L/K is at most tamely ramified, or
if K Q, then OL is free as an A(Q[G}; OL)-module (cf. [Tl], [L]). In general
however, and even if both K Q and G is cyclic, local-freeness of an ideal / over
*4(Q[G];/) does not imply its global freeness (cf. [Bu3], Corollary 2), and so there
is a genuine global problem to consider. Theorem 1.3 implies that if any ideal
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/ is locally-free over *4(Q[G];/), then (at least in most cases) the inertial
subgroup of a wildly ramified prime p is either cyclic and *4(Q[G]; /) <g> Zp is induced
from a maximal order, or the inertial subgroup is an elementary abelian group
and *4(Q[G];/) <g> 7Lp 7LV\G\. There are therefore essentially two 'extreme' cases
which are of interest in this context: all primes which wildly ramify in L/K are
almost maximally ramified and for some ideal / the order *4(Q[G];/) is maximal,
or L/K is weakly ramified and A(<Q[G\;I) Z[G].

§ 2. The non-cyclic case

Throughout this section p is an odd rational prime, L/K is a totally ramified
abelian extension of p-adic fields of degree pnr with n > 1 and p \ r, G is the
Galois group of L/K, P and G its subgroups of orders pn and r respectively, and
E is any absolutely unramified subfield of K.

In this section we shall prove Theorem 1.3(i) and Propositions 1.8 and 1.11. A
brief outline of the section is as follows. As a first key step we refîne the main result
of [Bl,Bu]. This refinement is used to describe orders of the form *4(£?[P]; exl) in
the case that P is isomorphic to Cp x Cp, and in conjunction with factorisability
techniques these descriptions are then used to prove Proposition 1.11. We next
consider Proposition 1.8. Whilst Proposition 1.8(11) follows easily from known
results, we prove Proposition 1.8(i) by a fairly straightforward induction on #G,
with the inductive base being provided by Proposition 1.11. As a first step towards
proving Theorem 1.3(1) we then show that if P is not cyclic and Ft(Qp[G];Il),
then G P. Easy functoriality considerations then imply we need only show that
NFr(Qp[G];Ii) whenever G is isomorphic to Cp2 x Cp. If ex > 1 this follows as

a consequence of Lemma 1.1, Proposition 1.11 (i) and the main result of [Bl,Bu].
In the case ejf 1 however the argument is more involved. A comparison of Täte
cohomology groups with respect to the subgroup G^> is used in conjunction with
Proposition 1.11 (ii) to reduce the proof to detailed consideration of lattices of the
form A(E[G/G@>]; i,j) for various integers i and j. The proof is then completed
via a careful analysis of such lattices using Lemma 1.1 and computations derived
from (0.2-5).

We let X* denote the set of integers {0,1,2, ...,p + 1} {0} U £). If P is

isomorphic to Cpx Cp, then we shall label its subgroups of order p as Pt for i G S,
and for each ieSwe then set et := epz. In addition, we shall set eo := 2ep.

All of our results in this section are based upon the following strengthening of
the main result of [Bl,Bu].

Proposition 2.1. Let P be isomorphic to Cp X Cp. Choose a character \ € C*
and let A be any order of the form A(E[P]; exp3L). Let a be any element of
M(E,P) oftheforma J2teT].t\l(a)(el-ep) with X^a) G OE for each i G S*.
(i) Ifpep G A, then a £ A if and only if there exists an element \i G Oe such thai
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Aj(ck) — [I G pE for all î G S*.
(ii) If pep ^ A, then a ÇL A. if and only if there exists an element \i G Oe such
that both Xt(a) — fj, G pE for all i G S* and Ao(a) — fj, — J2ieY,(^'l(a) ~ A*) ^ Ps-
/ra particular therefore, one has a £ A if and only if a £ Oe[P]-

Proof. From ([Bl,Bu], Satz 3.1) we know that ep <£ A. However, it may or may not
be the case that pep belongs to A and we shall refer to these different possibilities
as cases (i) and (ii) respectively.

It is easy to see that if a satisfies the conditions in the conclusion of Proposition
2.1 with respect to some element \i G Oe, then it also satisfies the same conditions
with respect to any element // G Oe such that \i — \a! g Pe- Setting m(a) :=
4j={i G S : \{a) G Pe} it follows that if m(a) > 0, then we are required to prove
that a satisfies the conditions in the conclusion of Proposition 2.1 with respect to
the element /z 0.

We shall prove Proposition 2.1 by inducting on the cardinality n(a) of the set

{;gX:A»^p|}.
If n(a) 0, then a Xo(a)ep modulo 0e[P] and so a G A if and only if

Ao(a)ep G A. This occurs if and only if Ao(ck) belongs to pE, respectively pE,
in case (i), respectively case (ii), and this is in turn equivalent to the element a
satisfying the conditions in the conclusion of Proposition 2.1 with respect to the
element \i 0.

To prove the inductive step we shall assume that the result of Proposition 2.1

is valid for all elements a for which n(a) < s — 1 (and also, as noted above, that
if 77i(a) > 0, then the element /x can be taken to equal 0). We now suppose that
n{a) s, and we relabel so that none of Ai(a), A2(a), As(a) belong to pE. We

set o.\ := X1î=o ^i(a)(ei — ep) so that a a\ modulo Oe[P], and hence a G A if
and only if o.\ G A.

We deal first with the case that at least one of the elements Xt(aj, 1 < i < s,
belongs to pE- By relabelling if necessary, we assume that Xl(a) pn\ with
«1 G OE- Setting «2 := (Ao(a) - pn\)eP + X^=2^(a)(e* ~ ep) one nas al
«2 modulo O_e[-P] • Since n(«2) < s — 1 and 771(0:2) > 0 we may now apply our
inductive hypothesis to 0.2 to deduce that

Xt(a) 0 Ao(a) — pn\ modulo pE for 2 < i < s

and

Ao(a) — pK\ modulo pE
1=1

in case (ii), and

Aj(o:) 0 Ao(a) — pK\ modulo pE for 2 < i

in case (i). These congruences in turn imply that a satisfies the conclusions of
Proposition 2.1 with respect to the element /z 0.
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We now consider the case that none of the elements Xl(a), 1 < i < s, belong to
pE- In this case we may assume without loss of generality that X\(a) 1. Setting

«3 := «l - «1 (Ao(a)2 - Ao(a))ep + ^(A»(a)2 - Xt(a))(et - eP)

we have n(a^) < s — 1 and 771(03) > 0. Now if o.\ G A, then «3 G A and so by
applying the inductive hypothesis to «3 we may deduce that

Ao(a) — Ao(a) 0 X,\a) — X,\a) modulo pE for 2 < i < s

and
%=s

2_](Xt(a) — Xt(a)) Ao(a) — Ao(a) modulo pE

in case (ii), and

Ao(a) — Ao(a) 0 X,\a) — X,\a) modulo pE for 2 < i < s

in case (i). From these congruences it follows that for each i G S* there are
elements Kt G Oe, and ôt G {0, 1} (with k\ 0 and S\ 1) such that

and also in case (ii) that

t=s
ko(2öo - 1) ^Kj(2Jj - 1) modulo pE ¦ (2.1)

Since pÇ^2l=\ Ktet) € O_e[-P] we may at this stage replace a by «4 := a —

p(J^*^ ka) In the above computation, this change has the effect of replacing

Kt by 0 for each 1 < i < s and replacing kq by kq — Yll=l K* i an(i after this
change the condition (2.1) becomes

k% 0 modulo pB (2.2)
i=\

Setting «5 := ^Zl=o ^*(e* ~ €p) we nave

«4 «5
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and in both cases (i) and (ii) (as a consequence of (2.2)) this implies that if a G A,
then «5 G A. Since however «5 is an idempotent the result of ([Bl,Bu], Satz 3.1)
implies that «5 G A if and only if «5 G {0, 1} But we know that «5^0 (as

S\ 1) and hence we must have «5 1. This implies both that s p + 1 and

4 1 for all ie S*, and this in turn implies that a satisfies the conditions of the
conclusion of Proposition 2.1 with respect to the element \i=\. D

Corollary 2.2. Let P he tsomorphtc to Cp X Cp. Then for each character \ € C*
one has A(E[P]; exl) OE[P] if and only ifpeP £ A(E[P]; exl).

Proof. We set A := *4(i?[P]; exl). We shall assume that pep <£ A and use this to
deduce that A OE[P\.

For each index i G S we choose elements gt G P \ Pt and g[ G Pt \ {1}, and
set ft := gt — 1 and f[ := g[ — 1 respectively. The maximal order A4(E,P) is the
O^-span of the set

PU{e,-ep:ieS*}U {/fe, : l<j<p-2, 1 < i < p - 3}

(cf. Lemma 1.10). A set of representatives of M.{E,P) modulo O_e[-P] is therefore
contained in the set of elements of the type

a := ^ \%{e% - eP) + ß

with each A^ G Oe and ß equal to a sum of elements of the form Xltjf^et with
1 <i _ P — 2, 1 <i < p — j and each XtiJ coming from a set of representatives of
Oe modulo pE- Now if a G A, then ap G A. But

ap ^Af(e,-eP) modulo OE[P], (2.3)

and hence the element X^eE* K(e» ~ "SJ3) must belong to A. Proposition 2.1 now
implies that there is an element \i G Oe such that XP \i modulo pE for all
i G S*. This in turn implies that there exists an element \a! g Oe such that
Aj \a! modulo pE for all i G S*. By subtracting \a! ^»eE* M'(e« ~ ep) from a
we may thus henceforth assume that A^ G pE for each i G È*.

Recall now that we are assuming pep <£ A. If /? 0, then (since a G .A)

Proposition 2.1 (Ii) implies that a G O^[-P]- We therefore assume that ß ^ 0, and

we let jo denote the least value of j such that there is a term \o,jof^eto in the
expression for ß for which K0,j0 <£ Pe- Now since A^ G pE for each i G S* there is

a unit m G Z* such that

n
\

a uX^^f^e,^ modulo OE[P]
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(cf. (1.4)), and since ff~ etQ —p(e%0 — eP) modulo pftoetoöE[P] this last
expression is congruent to u\lQMpeP modulo 0#[P]. Since however u\%0J0 G OE
this implies that pep G A and this in turn contradicts our original assumption.
This now completes the proof of Corollary 2.2. D

We now turn to give the proof of Proposition 1.11. The first parts of both
Proposition 1.11 (i) and (ii) are consequences of Corollary 2.2 and an easy computation

of valuations to show that pea <£ A(E[G]; plL) if and only if either ejf > 1

or ex 1 and i 1 modulo p2. The final part of Proposition 1.11 (i) follows from
Lemma 1.1 (i) and the fact that the order Ok[G] is Gorenstein, whilst the case

j^G p of Proposition 1.11 (ii) follows from the fact that each order A(K[G]; I) is

equal to either Ok[G] or M.{K, G) and both of these orders are Gorenstein. The
sufficiency of the conditions i 0 or 1 modulo p2 in Proposition 1.11 (ii) follows
immediately from Lemma 1.1. To prove the last part of Proposition l.ll(ii) we
first make two general observations.

Lemma 2.3. Let P be isomorphic to Cp X Cp. If Q is any subgroup of order p,
then for any ideal I of OL one has tQA(E[G];I) tQOE[G]

Proof. We may assume that E is the maximal absolutely unramified subfield of
K. Since in this case the algebra E[C] is split one has A(E[G];I) (Bxec*exAx
where for each x € C* we have set Ax := A(E[P];exI). We therefore need only
prove that for each character x one nas tç>Ax Ç tqÖE[P] and to do this we shall
use the same argument (and notation) as in the proof of Corollary 2.2. Thus if

a := > At[et — ep) + p G AY,

then

G Ax

(cf. (2.3)) and so Proposition 2.1 implies that there is an element \i G Oe such
that Xt \i modulo pE for all ie E*. Relabelling so that Q P\, and noting
that t\ß G OE[P], it follows that

t\a. pXoep + pAi(ei - eP) + t\ß p(A0 - Ai)eP p(ji - fï)eP 0

modulo OE[P]

and hence t\Ax Qt\OE[P\.

Lemma 2.4. Let H be any subgroup ofG. IfFr(E[G];I), then Fr(E[G/H];tHI)
andA(E[G/H];tHI) eHA{E[G}\ I).
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Proof. If Fr(E[G];T), then tul is isomorphic to a direct sum of copies of
euA(E[G];I). This implies the result since euA(E[G];I) identifies with an order
in E[G/H\. D

We now turn to complete the proof of Proposition 1.11 (II). If G is isomorphic
to Cp x Cp and Q is any subgroup of order p, then Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4 imply
that tql is free over Oe[G/Q] and hence, from Lemma 1.1, that vLQ(tq(I)) 1

modulo p. Using (0.5) it follows from this that vl(I) —k modulo p2 for some
integer k with — 1 < k < p — 2. Excluding the cases k — 1 and k 0 (which are
dealt with in Lemma 1.1) we may thus assume that k satisfies 1 < k < p — 2. Our
proof is therefore now completed by the following computation.

Lemma 2.5. Let G be isomorphic to Cp X Cp, and assume that ex 1. Let k be
2

any integer with 1 < k < p — 2. IfFr(E[G]; ppL K), then

If E K, then in all cases

and the following conditions are equivalent-

(i) [A{K[G]-pf-K):OK[G]]oK pKK+1.

(iii) A{K[G\;ç£-K) n (Ap-K(K,G)\Ap-K+i(K,G)) ± 0.

Proof. At the heart of this proof are Fröhlich's observation that Ol is factor
equivalent to OE[G]^K:E^ (cf. [Fr4], Theorem 7 (Additive)), and the factorisability
techniques developed in [Bu2] and [Bu4]. To be more precise, we shall use the
notion of factorisable quotient functions as described in ([Bu2], §1).

Let k be any integer with 1 < k < p — 2. Then for any subgroup H oî G one
has

Upon evaluating the ö#[G]-factorisable quotient function / p2_re of ppL ~K and

Ol at G* (for the precise définition of such functions see for example ([Bu2],(1.4)))
one therefore has

[pK ¦ OK]oE. | || [ppLH : Olh]Oe \pK _.jw
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Now if #ff p, then vlh ((pPl~k)h^) p and (0 5) implies that vlh
1 Setting AE A(E[G\, ppL ~K), it follows from these valuations (and (0 3))

that
J OE[G\{tH,p-HG}, if

E~E~\OEp-HG, iîH G
(24)

The value of the factonsable quotient function jAe Oe rGi at G* is therefore equal
to

r iiu /n ly^iui i i r ah /r» miJii r »g /r\ f/TiGi-i r /i /n r^n^1[,AB CB[Gj joB | (I [AE UE[G\ JOis [,AB UE[G\ \Oe I [,AB ^NJOii

Pe [Ae

The first assertion of Lemma 2 5 now follows easily from the fact that Ol is factor

equivalent to OE[G]^K E^ Indeed, this fact implies that if Fr(E[G], ppL "K), then

/ P2 re is equal to the [K £?]th-power of jAe oe\g\ y
an(i nence therefore that

IKE]

We henceforth consider the case E K We note first that if #H p, then

Pl~K)H PPlh so that

A(K[G/H], {pt~K)H) A(K[G/H],Olh) M{K,G/H)

2
p

2

and hence, in the language of [Bu2], the lattices ppL ~K and Ak are G-o-equivalent
(cf [Bu2], 111) It follows from ([Bu2], Corollary 1 10) (see also ([Bu4], Theorem
1 and Remarks 1 7)) that

!akok{g](G*) \fpP2 KQl(G*) (2 5)

2

and furthermore that there is equality here if and only if Fr(if[G<], ppL ~K) The
second assertion, and also the equivalence of conditions (l) and (u), of Lemma 2 5

now follows by substituting the above explicit expressions for jAk ok[g](G*) an(i

/ P2 n {G*) into (2 5) At this stage, to complete the proof of Lemma 2 5 it
PL Ol

only remains for us to show that the conditions (l) and (m) are equivalent
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Sublemma 2.6. Let k be any integer with 1 < k < p — 2. We set A(k) :=
A(K[G]; ppL ~K), and for each integer r with 1 < r < p we let Ar denote the lattice
Ar(K, G). Ifr <p and a G A(k) l~l (Ar \ Ar+\) then

t=p+l-r

with each ct G OK, and a1 G Ar-\-i Furthermore, if A(k) H (Ar \ Ar-\-\) =/= 0, then

for each integer s with r < s < p — 1 one has A(k) H (^4s \ *4s_|_i) ^ 0

Proof. Any element a which belongs to both A(k) and Ar \ Ar^\ is of the form

î=p+l — r

a=

with each ct G Ok and a' G ^4r+i, and we need only show that each coefficient ct
belongs to O*K. We set d := #{c» : c% G OK} so that 0 < d < p+ 1 -r and our aim
is to show that d p + f — r. We argue by contradiction, and so shall assume that
r + d < p. Since a <£ Ar-\-\ we have d > 0, and (perhaps after relabelling) we can
assume that each of the elements c\, c<2, Cd belongs to O*K. For each integer j
with 2 < j < p + 1 we choose a non-trivial element g' G Po and then let 7 denote

the product Yll^tdj ~ -0 • Since (<^ — l)ej 0 for each j with 2 < j < d one has

7a 7ci/[^ ei + 7«' modulo O^[G]

uclf\ d
e\ modulo Ar+d

for some unit u G Z* (cf. (1.4)). Now r-l + <i-l (r + <i)-2<p-2 and so

(2.4) implies that uc\f^~+d~e\ ^ *4(k). By using this and (0.4) one can show
that

for any ß G ^4r+d- The above congruence therefore implies that 7a ^ *4(k) and
this is a contradiction. Hence we must have d p + 1 — r.

To show that A(k) Pi (*4s \ *4s-|-i) =/= 0 for any integer s with r < s < p — 1 we

simply note that if a is as above, then writing 7 for the product riî=p+2-s(âr' ~ -0

one has
A=p+l-s \

7a 7 I ^ cî/îr~1eî I modulo ^ls+i
VV »=1 /

Using this congruence it is easy to check that 7a belongs to *4S \ *4s-|-i. D

We now turn to prove the implication (iii) => (i) of Lemma 2.5. If A(k) Pi

(Ap-K \*4p_K-|-i) ^ 0, then Sublemma 2.6 implies that for each non-negative
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integer s with s < k we have A(k) Pi (Ap-k-\-s \ *4.p-K+s+l) ¥" $• Using Lemma

1.10 it now follows that [A(k) : Ok[G\\ok is divisible by p^~ ¦ Since this implies
that (2.5) must be an equality it follows that (iii) does indeed imply (i).

Finally, we prove the implication (i) => (iii) of Lemma 2.5. If A(k) (1 (Ap-K\
Ap-K-\-i) is empty, then by using Sublemma 2.6 one can show that A(k) Ç

Ap-K-\-i- We let s denote the least integer t such that both p — K+l<t<p— 1

and A(k) n (At \ At+i) ^ 0- If o.s is any element of this intersection, then

as a* + a**

with a* G AS(K, G) and a** G ^4s+i- For any such element Sublemma 2.6 implies
that no coefficient of a* belongs to pK- From this last fact it follows that if ßs is

any other element of A(k) l~l (*4S \ As-\-i), with a decomposition ßs ß* + ß** as

above, then there exists an element \i G Oe such that ß* (j,a* modulo «4.s-|-i.

There is therefore an inclusion

A(k) Ç OKas + As+i

By repeating this argument one can find for each integer i with s < i < p — Ian
element at G A(k) (1 (At \ A^i) which is such that

A(k) Ap

Since pat G Ap it follows from this equality that the index [A(k) : Ok[G]]o
divides p^s and hence is not equal to p*^ We have now proved that (i)
implies (iii). D

This completes the proof of Proposition 1.11, and so we shall now turn to
consider Proposition 1.8. Since the assertion of Proposition 1.8(ii) follows immediately
from Lemma 1.1 we need only consider the case that e^ > 1.

We suppose for the moment that m 1 and e^ > 1. We shall prove
Proposition 1.8(1) by an induction on jj=G. (Recall that G is a p-group since

G(2) 1-) From Proposition l.ll(i) we know that if #G p, then A(E[G}\ p%L)

Oe[G] and so the inductive base is a consequence of Lemma l.l(i).
For the inductive step we take j^G pk for an integer k > 1 and assume that

the result is true if #G pfc^1. We let H denote a subgroup of G of order p and
let F denote the quotient G/H and F the fixed field LH. We consider an ideal

p\ with i an integer satisfying 0 < i < pk. If Fr(E[G\; plL), then Fr(E[T];tHplL)
(cf. Lemma 2.4) and so by our inductive hypothesis it follows that vp (tHplL) 1

modulo pfc^1. A simple valuation computation using (0.5) shows that this implies
that either i 0, i 1, or i pk — j for an integer j satisfying 0 < j < p — 2.
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Since the case i 1 is dealt with by Lemma 1 l(i) we only need to show that the
other two possibilities cannot occur Now Fr(£?[G], p%L) implies that

(pl)H (A(E[G]}pl)H)[KE] (2 6)

(a direct sum of [K E] copies of *4(£?[G], plL)H) We next note that

f OF, if* 0,

[ Pp if i =P - J, 0 < 3 <p - 2

and so, since A(E[G], p\)H A(E[T], eHplL, (plL)H), one has

iît=pk -j, 0 <j <p-2
A(F\C\ ,/)HA(E[G\,pL) { AEnipk-l) 1ft=p«

In both cases one therefore has

(pl)H^OF and A(E[G]}pl)H 9É A(E\T],l,0) (2 7)

We next show that
A(E[T],l,0)=A(E[T],0,0) (2 8)

To prove this we note that if a G *4(£[rL 1,0), then trapF Ç trOF But if e(a)
denotes the augmentation of a (so that e(a) G E), then t-papF e(a)t-ppF
e(a)pK whereas t-pOp px and so we must have e(a) G OF Now since F/K is

totally ramified one has OF OK + pF Thus if a G A(E[T], 1,0), then

aOF aOK + app e(a)OK + app Ç Op

and so a G .4(£[r],0,0) Since the inclusion .4(£[r],0,0) Ç A(E[T], 1,0) is
clear we have now proved the equality (2 8) Now from (2 6-8) it follows that
Fr(E[r],Op) and this is a contradiction to our inductive hypothesis D

In the rest of this section we shall give the proof of Theorem 1 3(i) To this
end, we first observe that if G is not cyclic and Fy(E[G],Xl), then G is ap-group
Indeed, this follows immediately from Lemma 2 4m conjunction with the following
result for the special case that P is lsomorphic to Cp x Cp

Lemma 2.7. Let P he tsomorphtc to Cp x Cp IfFr(E[G],Ii,), then Gm 1 and
G P

Proof Take a subgroup Q of P with j^Q p From Lemmas 2 3 and 2 4 we know
that tQI is free over tQA(E[G],I) tQOE[G\ OE[G/Q], and so from Lemma
1 l(i) we deduce that {G/Q)(o\ =1 It follows from this that G/Q, and hence
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also G, is a p-group. Now since (G/Q)(2) 1 for each subgroup Q of order p it
follows from Herbrand's theorem that G^> 1, and hence (since G is a p-group)
that G(2) 1-

We shall henceforth restrict to the case that G is a p-group. In this case Lemma
2.4 implies that Theorem 1.3(i) will follow if one has ~NFt(E[G];1l) whenever G
is isomorphic to Cp2 x Cp. To prove this we will use the following general result.

Lemma 2.8. Let G be isomorphic to Cp2 X Cp, and let H denote the subgroup of
pth powers in G. Then for any element a G *4(i?[G]; I)H one has e(a) G pE-

Proof. For any positive integer m one has e(om) e(a)m, and so it suffices for
us to prove that e(ap") G pE for any sufficiently large integer n. Since the group
G/H is of type {p,p) there are p + 1 subgroups of G which have order p2 and
contain H. We label these subgroups as G,, i e S, and we set e% := e^ for each

i G S and eo := 2ec- If for each i G S we choose an element gt G G\Gt and set

ft '¦= 9t — 1, then a typical element a of euM{E, G) is of the form

tjl^t (2.9)

with each coefficient Xt, XlyJ belonging to Oe- For any such element a it is not
difficult to show that

xf(et-eP) modulo OE[P] ¦ (2.10)

Now from (2.9) it follows that e(a) Ao and so, given the congruence (2.10), it
suffices for us to show that for any element ß of the form

one has /xo G pE- If now J(/3) denotes the set {i e S* : /i, ^ p_e}, then with N
denoting the exponent of (Oe/Pe) one nas

(et-eP) modulo

ieJ(ß)

and so we may deduce that 7 := X^£j(/3)(e* ~ e-p) belongs to A. Since however 7
is an idempotent it follows from ([Bl,Bu], Satz 3.1) that it is equal to either 0 or
1. It is however clear that 7^ 1 (since, for example, 7/1 7 for each h G H) and
so we must have 7 0. This in turn implies that J{ß) is empty, and in particular
therefore that /xq G pE- D
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Proposition 2.9. Let G be tsomorphtc to Cp2xCp IfeK > 1, then~NFr(E[G],lL)

Proof Let A be A{E[G\,I) We first note that if Fr(E[G],I), then p2eG G A
Indeed, if Fr(E[G],I) and p2eG £ .A, then H°(G,I) Ê°(G,A)^K E^ 0, and
since Go) 7^ 1 this contradicts Lemma 1 1

If Fr(E[G],T), then as a consequence of Lemma 2 4 and Lemma 2 7 we must
have G^> equal to the subgroup H of pth-powers in G Now Lemma 2 8

implies that if a G AH, then peoo. pe(a)ec G «4.^ This implies that peo/h &

A(E[G/H],AH) A(E[G/H],IH), and since (G/iT)(2) 1 this in turn contradicts

Proposition 1 ll(i)

Proposition 2.10. Let G be isomorphic to C 2 x Cp, and suppose that ex 1 If
Fr(E[C\,I), thenA(E[G},I)^A(Qp[G},I)OE

Remark 2.11. It follows immediately from Proposition 2 10 that NFr(Qp[G],IL)
However, as Example 1 6 above showed, the possibility that for some field E and
ideal / one has Fr(E[G],I) cannot be ruled out

In the remainder of this section we shall prove Proposition 2 10 We set Ae
A(E[G],I) and then A Aqp Since ex 1 the ramification filtration of G is

given by G G^ > G^ > G^ {1} with G^ equal to the subgroup of
pth powers in G (cf [Bu2], Lemma 1 13) We set H G^, and write T for the
quotient G/H, F for the subfield LH, and v(-) for the valuation vp(-)

We shall henceforth assume that Fr(i?[G], /), and our aim is therefore to deduce
that Ae ^ AOe Now, under this assumption, / is a free ^4^-inodule of rank
[K E] and so, comparing Täte cohomology (with respect to H) in dimension 0,

one must have

Now^lf A(E[T],eHI,IH) and, since Fr(E[G],I), also tHAE pA(E[T], tHI),
and hence this equality is equivalent to

pfni)-<iH) [A{E[r],eHI,IH) pA(E[T],tHI)]OE (2 11)

Henceforth, for each pair of integers 1 and j we shall write (i,j)e as shorthand for
the lattice *4(£[r], pF, p3F)

It suffices for us to check the validity of (2 11) for each ideal I psL with 5

satisfying 0 < ö < p3 To restrict further the possibilities for ö we note that by
Lemma 2 4 one has Fr(E\r],tuI), and hence by Proposition 1 11 (11) that v {tuI)
0,1, or — k modulo p2 for some integer k satisfying 1 < k < p — 2 Applying (0 5)
one sees that there are correspondingly three different cases to consider

To describe these cases we let e be any integer satisfying 0 < e < p, and we let
ê denote 1, respectively 2, if e ^ p — 1, respectively e p — 1
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Case (1) ö p2 — 2p + 2 + e In this case one has vitnp^) p2, and v((psL)H)

p-2 + ê

Case (u) ö p2 — p + 2 + e In this case one has «(£# pfj p2 + l, and v((psL)H)

p-1 + ê

Case (m) S p(p — 2 — k) + 2 + e for some integer k satisfying 1 < k < p — 2 In
this case one has v(tHpsL) p2 — k and v((psL)H) p — 2 — k + ê

Taking into account the explicit valuations recorded in each of these cases (l-m)
the equality (2 11) gives

in case

in case

(1),

(u), and

ptP+

Pe+1~P

2-e
[(o,

+le [(1

p--2 +

-1

-£)e p(<

+ ê)E p

'^)e]Oe

(1.1)b]Ob

(2

(2

12)

13)

in case (m) Furthermore, in case (m) one has Fr(£?[r], ppF ^K) and hence Lemma
2 5 implies that

[(KK)e Oe[T]]Oe

By incorporating this into the equality (2 14) one obtains in case (m) the condition

Oe[T]]Oe pE+l

Pe [(-K,-K+p-2 + e)E pOe[T]]Oe

or equivalently

PeP+^€+K [(-«,-« + P- 2 + % eW]]OB (215)

Writing Jp{E,T) for the kernel of the natural surjection 0_e|T] -^- kE which is
induced by taking augmentation, one has

[OE[T] Jp{E,T)]Oe=Pe (2 16)

Now (—k, —K+p — 2 + ë)E Ç (1, \)E (cf (0 2)) But we know from Lemma 1 1 that
(1,1)E OE\F] and since it is clear that 1 does not belong to (—k, —K+p — 2 + e)E

we may deduce that (—k, —k + p — 2 + è)E Ç Jp{E,T) Taking into account the
index (2 16) we may thus rewrite the condition (2 15) as

[JP(E,T) (-K,-K+p-2 + ê)E] o=PPE^K+e (2 17)
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This equality implies in particular that in case (m) we can assume p — 4 — K + ê > 0

In what follows we fix a non-trivial element 7 of F (the precise choice doesn't
matter) and we set / 7 - 1 G OE [T]

Lemma 2.12. Ifp-A-K + ê> 0, then /p-4-«+<= ^ (_Kj _K + p _ 2 + e)B

Proof To prove this lemma we shall use the following

Sublemma 2.13. For each integer 1 with 0 < 1 < p — 1 one has

—k -\- 1, if 1 < k
v(fpZK) < (2 18)

Proof Note that 7 G Tn\ \ Fm If « < k we may thus apply (0 3) 1 times to
obtain v(ftpJ/K) —k + 1

If A is the subgroup of F which is generated by 7, then fp~^ £a modulo
pO^[A] Using this congruence (and a simple application of (0 5)) one computes
that

v(fp-1PFK)=v(tAPFK)=p (2 19)

This proves 2 18 m the case 1 p — 1 If on the other hand 1 > k, with 1 p — 1 — s

say, and s^O, then applying (0 3) 1 times shows that v(flp^K) is strictly positive
whilst (2 19) implies that it is not divisible by p Taken together (0 3) and (2 19)

now imply that

p v(p-lpFK) v (nrpF*)) v(rpFK) + «

so that v(fppK) =p - s i+ 1 D

We now return to the proof of Lemma 2 12 Following upon Sublemma 2 13

we see that there are naturally two cases to consider

Subcase (1) p — 4 — k + ê < k In this case (2 18) gives

v(fp-4-K+€pFK) -K+(p-4-K+ê)
< -K + p-2 + ê,

and this implies the stated claim
Subcase (11) p — 4 — k + ê > k In this case (2 18) implies that

< -K+p-2 + ê,
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and once again this implies the stated result. D

Lemma 2.14. Let s and t be any pair of integers such that both s < t and
pOe[G\ Q (s,t)_e Ç Jp(E,T). Let n be any strictly positive integer such thai
/"£(*,%•
(i) The elements {/* : 1 < i < n} are linearly independent in the ks-space

JK{E,Y)/{s,t)E.
(ii) If p \ s, then the ¥p-span of {/* : 1 < i < n} is strictly smaller than
Jp(Qp,T)/(s,t)Qp.

Remark 2.15. Example 1.6 shows that assertion (ii) of Lemma 2.14 is in general
false if Qp is replaced by a bigger (absolutely unramified) field E.

Proof. We deal first with assertion (i). To do this we set a Yll~=l c*/*
ct G Oe for each i, and we assume that a G (s,t)^. We must show that {ct :

1 < i < n} C pE- However, if this is not true, and io denotes the least integer
such that cHi <£ pE, then there exist elements x G 0_e|T] and y G (s,t)^ such that
c%0P° /*0+1x + y. Upon applying these elements to psF and taking valuations
this equality implies that

> min

and this is obviously a contradiction.
To prove (ii) we shall again argue by contradiction, and so assume that Jp(Qp, F)

Yll^=L ^pfl + (si t) ; where we now write (s,t) in place of (s,t)qp. It follows from
this that for each element h G F there are elements c(h) G Zp, d(h) G Zp[F]/2 and
e(h) G (s,t) such that h-1 c(h)f + d(h) + e(h). Now #F p2 and so there are
elements h\, hy of F with h\ ^ h% and c(h\) c(/i2) modulo p. For these elements

one has

hth2
x - 1 h2 \hl - h2) h2x ((hi - 1) - (h2 - 1)) G ZP[F]/2 + (s,t).

Since / ^ (s,t) one therefore has

1 - l)pF^j > min

>v(fpsF)
8 + 1

(where the last equality here is a consequence of (0.3) and the fact that p \ s).
However, since h\hl^ G F/^ \ Fm and p \ s this inequality contradicts (0.3). D
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Since — k < 1 < — k + p — 2 + ê and (1,1)E 0_e[F] one has an inclusion (cf
(0 2))

i=p—4 — n-\-e

(_Kj_K + p_2 + ê)B+ J2 OEfÇJP(E,r) (2 20)

i=\
Now Lemma 2 12 implies that we may apply Lemma 2 14 with s —n,t —k +
p — 2 + ê and n p — 4 — k + ê From the conclusion of Lemma 2 14(i) we may
thus deduce that if condition (2 17) is satisfied, then the inclusion (2 20) must be

an equality However, if E <Qp, then (since p \ k) Lemma 2 14(u) implies that
the inclusion (2 20) is strict and so (2 17) cannot be valid m this case

At this stage we have shown that (2 11) cannot be valid m case (m) if we have
E Qp It therefore remains for us to deal with the cases (l) and (u), and since
the argument m these cases is somewhat similar to the above we shall be a little
briefer with our explanations

We first deal with the case (l) From Lemma 1 l(u) we know that (0,0)^
OE[T]{l,per} and so

[(0,0)e Oe[T]]Oe Pe (2 21)

Also (1,1)E OE[T] and (0,p -2 + è)E Q (1, 1)e (cf (0 2)) so that in fact
(0,p — 2 + c)e Q Jp(E,T) The condition (2 12) can therefore be rewritten as

or equivalently

[JP(E,T) (0,P-2 + ê)E]OE=p^-3+e)-1

pÇi+e (2 22)

Lemma 2.16. One has /P"4+e ^ (0,p -2 + e)E (1,P -2 + e)E

Proof The stated equality follows from the inclusion (l,p — 2 + ê)E Ç Jp(E,T)
together with the fact that Op Ok + Pf By repeatedly using (0 3) one checks

that v (fp-4+epF) l + (p-4 + ê)=p-3 + ê<p-2 + ê,andso _p-4+e £

(i,P-2 + ê)E a

Lemma 2 16 implies that we can apply Lemma 2 14 with s l,t=p — 2 + ê

and n p — 4 + ê If firstly p — 4 + ê > 1, then Lemma 2 14(i) implies that (2 22)
is equivalent to an equality

i=
JP{E,T)

l=\
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and Lemma 2.14(ii) implies that this cannot occur if E Qp. If on the other hand

p — 4 + ê 0 then p 3 and ê 1, and then one has S G {5, 6} and (2.22) is

equivalent to the equality J^(E,T) (0,2)e- It is not difficult to check that this
equality is in fact correct.

We must finally deal with the case (ii). We first recall from Lemma 1.1 (i) that
(1,1)E OE[T\. From this it follows that (l,p - 1 + è)E Ç Jp(E, F) and so the
condition (2.13) is therefore equivalent to

[JP(E,T) : (l,p-l + ê)E]OE p{r2+êyi

ppE3+\ (2.23)

Lemma 2.17. One has /^3+a ^ (l,p - 1 + e)B

Proof.: Applying (0.3) gives v (p~z+îPf) l + (p-3 + ê) p-2+ê<p-l+ ê.

a

This result implies that we may apply Lemma 2.14 with s 1, t p — 1 + ê and

n p — 3 + ê. In conjunction with the conclusion of Lemma 2.14(i) the condition
(2.23) is therefore equivalent to an equality

î=p-3+ê
JP(E,T) Y, OEf + (l,p-l + ê)E,

and Lemma 2.14(ii) implies that this equality cannot occur if E Qp.

At this stage we have proved that if E <Qp, then the equality (2.11) can only
occur if p 3 and ô G {5, 6}. Taking into account the result of Lemma 1.7 our
proof of Proposition 2.10 will therefore be completed by the following result.

Lemma 2.18. Let L/K be any extension as in Proposition 2.10 with p 3. Then
both NFr(<Q>3[G];p5L) and NFr(Q3[G];p6L).

Proof. Let Q be any subgroup of G of order 3 with Q ^ G^> and set F G/Q
and F LQ. With ö G {5, 6} the formula (0.5) implies that vF(tQpsL) 3 and

so, given the result of Lemma 2.4, we need only prove that NFr(Q3[F]; pF).

Sublemma 2.19. NFr(Q3[F]; pF).

Proof. We let A denote the unique subgroup of F which has order 3. If M F
then vm{{Pp)^) 1, whilst (0.5) implies that «m^aPf) ~1- Fr°m this it
follows that

pM) Z3[r/A] (2.25)
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(where the last equality is a consequence of Lemma 1.1), and also that

But one can check that A{<Q>3[T /A]; -1,1) C J3(Q3, F/A) whilst

so that er/A G *4(Q3[F/A]; «A(Q3[r]; p%)A). In conjunction with (2.25) this
implies that NFr(Q3[F]; p%). D

This completes the proof of Proposition 2.10, and hence that of Theorem 1.3(1).
D

§ 3. The cyclic case

In this section p is an odd prime, L/K is a totally ramified cyclic extension of p-
adic fields of degree pnr with n > 1 and p\r, and E is any absolutely unramified
subfield of K. We write G for the Galois group of L/K, and let P and C denote
its subgroups of order pn and r respectively. For each integer i with 1 < i < n
we let Pt denote the subgroup of P of order pl, and we write tt and et for tpz and
ep% respectively. We set eo := 1 G G. We write e^ for the absolute ramification
degree of K and set êx '¦= ^k/(p — 1).

In this section we shall tnter aha prove Theorem 1.3(ii-iii). A brief outline of the
section is as follows. We first characterise the condition Ft(E[G];Il) in the case
that G P by combining results of Fontaine concerning ramification filtrations
with Lemma 1.1, Proposition 1.11, Lemma 2.4 and some explicit computations
based on (0.3-5). Using similar techniques we then characterise Fr(E[G\;Ii,) in
the case that n 1 and ejf > 1 and combine this with Lemma 2.4 so as to prove
Theorem 1.3(ii)(a) and (iii)(a). To prove Theorem 1.3(ii)(b) and (iii)(b) we use
the approach of [Bu2]. Via this approach the proof is reduced to giving an explicit
description of each order A(K[G];I), and to obtain such descriptions we refîne the
techniques of [Bel].

We first recall the close connection between ex and the upper jump numbers
«W of L/K.

Lemma 3.1. (Fontaine [Fo]):

(i) One has either vM> pêx or 0 < vM> <pêx and p \ vM>.

(ii) For each j G {1, 2, n — 1} one has

(a) »/«W > êK, then u^+V> «W + eK

(b) */mW < êK, then either v^1) pu^\ or m^+1) =pêK, or pu^ < m^+1) <
pêx and p\u^3+1">. D
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Lemma 3.1 (i) allows us to define a non-negative integer S by setting

ö := 'p&K — (p — l)w •

We recall that L/K is said to be 'almost maximally ramified' if ör < p. If ex 1

and r 1, then this is in fact no restriction on L/K. Indeed, in this case Lemma
3.1(i) implies that «W 1 so that ö I.

Lemma 3.2. The following conditions are equivalent :-

li)A{E[G\;OL)=M{E,G).
(ii) A(E[G/Q];OLQ) M(E,G/Q) for any given subgroup Q <P.
(iii) L/K is almost maximally ramified,.

Proof. The implication from (i) to (ii) is clear.
We next assume that (ii) is true with respect to some given subgroup Q of

P. If now H < G with #ff pn~lr, then Q < H and so A(E[G/H];Olh)
Ai(E, G/H). Since the unique jump number of LH/K is equal to u^> the formula
(0.5) implies that eQ/uOLH Ç Olh if and only if S < p. Now if S < p, then
vM> > ck and hence Lemma 3.1(ii)(a) implies that «W vM> + (i — 1)ck for each

integer i G {2, n}. Upon converting to the lower ramification numbering and
using (0.5) one now computes that for each integer j with 1 < j < n

vl (e3OL) p>

It is clear from this expression that any idempotent e0 belongs to A(E[G];Öl) if
and only if ôr < p. This proves the implications from (ii) to (iii) and from (iii) to
(i). D

In proving Theorem 1.3(ii-iii) we shall first deal with extensions of p-power
degree.

Lemma 3.3. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree p. Then Ft(E[G];Il) if
and only if L/K is either weakly or almost maximally ramified.

Proof. We must prove that if Fr(E[G];lL), then either «W 1 or S < p.
In this case vM> um\ and so the formula (0.5) gives

-eK (3.1)

If ô > p, then this is strictly less than \i/p] and so A(E[G}; p\) OE[G] for
all integers i. In this case therefore it follows from Lemma l.l(i) that Fr(E[G];Ii,)
if and only if L/K is weakly ramified.
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If on the other hand S < p, then (3.1) implies that vk{g\Ol) 0 so that
A(E[G];OL) M(E,G) and hence certainly Fr(E[G];OL). D

Lemma 3.4. Let L/K be a cyclic extension of degree pn with n > 1. Then

Fy(E[G];Xl) if and only if L/K is almost maximally ramified.

Proof. Since vM> is equal to the first (upper) jump number in any non-trivial
subextension F/K of L/K we deduce from Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.3 that if
Fr(E[G];lL), then either «W 1 or «W (peK - 5)/{p - 1) with 5 < p. If
ö < p, then L/K is almost maximally ramified and Fr(E[G];Ol) (Lemma 3.2),
and so we shall henceforth assume that vM' 1. In addition, if e^ 1, then L/K
is necessarily almost maximally ramified, and so we shall also henceforth assume
that ck > 1. It suffices for us to prove that, under these assumptions, if n 2,

then NFy(E[G];Il) To do this we now restrict to the case n 2, and we set
F := G/P\. We shall use the following result.

Sublemma 3.5. Let G be cyclic of order p2. We choose an element g G G \ P\
and set f := g — 1. IfA is any order of the form A(E[G]; I) which contains neither
/ei or ei, then either A OE[G] or A(E[T];APl) M{E,T) In particular, if
eK > 1 and u^ I, then NFr(£[G]; /).

Proof. If
l=p— 2

a c0ei + Y^ cS'e\ + ce2 € A (3.2)
i=\

then(with c, co and each ct belonging to Oe),

t=P-2

fa co/ei + Y^ cJt+lel € A
%=\

and hence (0.4) implies that co/ei G A. Since fe\ <£ A it follows that co G p_e and
hence that the element

i=v-1
ß := a - coei ^ ctfei + ce-2

i=\

belongs to A. It follows that ßp G *4 and since

/3p2 cp2eG modulo OE[G]
2

we deduce that cp e% belongs to A, and hence (since e% ^ A) that there exists an
integer c' G O_e such that c pc'. Since ce2 c'fp~^e\ modulo O^[G], we may
now deduce from (0.4) and the above explicit expression for ß that

{cJle1:l<i<p-2}u{ce2}cA. (3.3)
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There are now two cases for us to consider.
Case (i) pe<i £ A. To within addition of an element of 0e[G] each element of
M(E,G) is of the form (3.2). It follows that if pe2 ^ A, then (3.3) implies that
ct G pE for each i G {1, 2, ...p — 2} and also c G pE, and hence that a G 0e[G].
In other words, in this case we have A Oe[G\ and so since L/K is not weakly
ramified it follows that NFr(£[G];/).
Case (ii) pey G A. Any element of APl is of the form (3.2). However, since both
co and c belong to pE one has e^a (cq + c)e<i G A so that ep G *4(i?[r]; APl)
and hence A(E[T];APl) M{E,T). If eK > 1 and vW 1, then this
implies NFr(£[G];/). Indeed, if Fr(E[G];I), then A(E[T];IPl) A(E[T];APl)
Ai(E,F) and this contradicts Proposition l.ll(i). D

Returning to the proof of Lemma 3.4 we now fix an integer i and shall show that
NFr(£[G]; p\) if «W 1 and eK > 1. To do this we set F Lp\ and first note
that since F/K is weakly ramified Proposition 1.11 (i) implies that *4(£?[r];/)
O^[r] for each ideal / G If- Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 1.1 therefore imply that

l modulo p (3.4)

We set A := ,A(.E[G]; plL). In completing the proof of Lemma 3.4 there are two
cases for us to consider.

Case (i) 1 vM> < ex- In this case Lemma 3.1(ii)(b) implies that u^> {pen —

rj)/{p — 1) for some non-negative integer r\. Converting to lower numbering gives

W(l) 1 and w(2) 1 + p((PeK — v)/(p ~ 1) ~ 1) • The formula (0.5) now shows

that e2 ^ A. In addition, as a consequence of (3.4), (0.3) and (0.5) one has

vF + 1

i+{l+u (2))(P-!)
P

'i+p-2
P

P

V (P

- eKp + 1

-3).

eKp

Unless p 3 and r\ 0 (and i ^ 1 modulo 3) this last expression is strictly
less than \i/p~\ so that fe\ <£ A, and hence NFr(i?[G]; plL) as a consequence of
Sublemma 3.5. In the special case p 3 and r\ 0 one can show that

PE&1 ^AQ OE[G] {1, fei, ei - e2}

so that A(E[T];APl) M(E,T). However since eK > 1 and F/K is weakly
ramified Proposition l.ll(i) implies that A(E[T}; (p'lL)Pl) OE[T] and hence
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Case (ii) 1 u^> > ex- In this case Lemma 3.1(ii)(a) implies that vS^' 1 +ex•
After converting to lower numbering this implies (via (0.5)) that e<i £ A and
(taking into account (3.4), (0.3) and (0.5)) also that

VF (feipl) vF (eiplL) + 1

p

i+p-2]
p

2 - eK

If ex > 2 it follows that fe\ <£ A and the required result follows by applying
Sublemma 3.5. If however e^ 2, then it is possible that fe\ G A. But in this
case it is easy to check that pe% also belongs to A so that

pE^I C A Ç OB[G]{1, /ei, ei - e2 }

and hence that er G v4(S[F]; APl). This again implies that NFr(i?[G]; plL). D

At this stage, we can turn to consider extensions of mixed degree.

Lemma 3.6. Let G be a cyclic group of order pr. If ex > 2, then Fr(E[G];Ii,) if
and only if L/K is either weakly ramified or almost maximally ramified.

Proof. We need only show that if L/K is neither weakly or almost maximally
ramified, then NFt(E[G];Il). As a consequence of Lemma 1.7 it is in fact enough
for us to show that in this case NFt(Ko[G];Il) where here Kq denotes the maximal
absolutely unramified subfield of K. Now since L/K is totally ramified it follows
that Kq contains a primitive rth root of unity, so that the algebra Kq [C] is totally
split. From the decomposition / (Bxec*exL it is therefore enough for us to
prove that for each ideal / there is at least one character x € C* which is such
that exl is not free as an A(Ko[G]ex; /)-module.

As a consequence of Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 3.3 we may henceforth assume
that either vM> 1 or vM> {pex — 5)/{p — 1) with 0 < 5 < p. We let it denote a

uniformising parameter of K, and write F for the field Lp. From (0.5) we obtain
in this case

vF (tt

ifM(l)=i '

(3 5)

We set L := p'lL. If u^> 1, then by substituting j e^ into (3.5) one can show
that A(Ko[G];I) OK(j[G], and hence Lemma 1.1 implies that NFr(Ko[G];lL)
unless L/K is weakly ramified.
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Henceforth we assume that S < p — 1, and that Sr p + £ for some positive
integer £, and we shall prove that NFr(Ko[G]ex;/) for some character x- By
substituting j ex into (3.5) we obtain

and so there is at least one character \ € C* such that eiex <£ ^4(ifo[C]ex; /). For

any such character x one has ^4(ifo[C]ex;/) ÖK0[G]ex and hence if Fr(Äo[G]; /),
then exl is a free Ox^GJe^module. If this is true, then H°(P,exI)
H0(P,0Ko[G\ex) 0 and so

(ex/)p t\exl. (3.6)

However, substituting j 1 into the expression (3.5) one has

and since e^ > 2 and S < p — 1 this is at least \i/p~\ In other words, one has

ir~HiI Ç / so that ir~HiexI Ç (exl)p and this contradicts the equality (3.6). D

By combining the results of Lemmas 3.4 and 3.6 with Lemma 2.4 one obtains
proofs of Theorem 1.3(ii)(a) and (iii)(a), and so it only remains for us to consider
more fully the case that e^ 1.

The important point in this case is that (in conjunction with Lemma 1.7) the
techniques of [Bu2] reduce the question of whether Fr(£?[G]; /) to the problem of
obtaining an explicit description of each order A(K[G];I).

Since K[C] is totally split, the direct sum decomposition / ©xec;*ex/ induces
a decomposition

xec*
and so it suffices to describe each order A(K[G]ex;I). To do this we choose any
generator g of P, and set f := g — 1. We recall first that for each character x € C*
one has

(cf. for example ([Bel], §2.2, Lemme 2)). The case / Ol of the following result
is equivalent to ([Bel], Théorème 1).

Lemma 3.7. Let ex 1- Then for each ideal I of Ol and for each character

X € C* the order A(K[G]ex; I) is generated, over Ox[G]ex by a set of the form

{1} U {/e, : 1 < i < n - 1} U {ce,, : 1 < i < n}
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where ct G {1, p} for each index i.

Remark 3.8. Using (0.5) and (0.6) it is easy to determine whether any given
element etex belongs to A(K[G]ex; I).

Proof. Lemma 3.1 implies that v\3> j for each integer j with 1 < j < n. Using
(3.7), (0.3) and (0.5) one can now check that

fM(K,G)ex + pM(K,G)ex Ç A(K[G]ex;I)

(cf. [Bu2], proof of Lemma 5.6), and so, given the description (3.7), we need only
consider elements of the form Yll~=l c»e»ex with ct G O*K for each integer i.

We now fix / and x an(i let A denote the order A(K[G]ex; I). We suppose we
are given s integers

i{\) <i{2) < <i(s)
which are such that elik\ex <£ A for each k G {1, 2,..., s}. We must show that for

any subset {c,jk\ : 1 < k < s} of O*K the element a := ^Zfc=l ci(k)ei(k)ex does not
belong to A. We shall argue by contradiction, and so shall assume that a £ A.

We set J := {i(k) : 1 < k < s} and let M denote the minimum
element of the set {vL{eoexI) : j G J}, so that M < vL{I). We also set J' :=
{j € J | vL{eoexI) M} and s' := #J'. Note that since M < vL{I) and a e A
one has s' > 2.

We now relabel the elements of J' as i'(l) < i'{2) < < i'(s'), so that in

particular M is divisible by p% (s > In addition, for each integer k with 1 < k < s'

we shall in the remainder of this proof write Mk for p~% ^k>M, Gi~ for P,/^, Qk

for G/Gk, Lk for LGk, vk(-) for vLk(-), ek for e,,(fc), and ck for ct,(ky
We let ß denote the element 5Zfc=i cfcefcex and write ß\ for the image of ß

in if[Qi]. Since a G A we must have vl (ßl) > M and so v\ [ß\e\I) > M\, or
équivalently (taking into account (0.6))

ßl G ^(K[Qi]ex;Mi,Mi+r). (3.8)

We now choose any element x of Ls/_i such that iv_i(x) > Ms/_i +r. Then one
has

fc=s'-l
ß\x ^2 cfcex(x) + cs/es/ex(x). (3.9)

fc=l

It is clear that

(3.10)
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On the other hand, writing ps/_i for the maximal ideal of Oj,s,_1, the formula (0.5)
(together with our knowledge of the ramification filtration of Ls>_\/Ls>) implies
that

so that

-r < va,

In conjunction with these inequalities the property (0.6) implies that

^1 J Ms> and so we may assume that our chosen element

x satisfies v\{eaiexx) M\ But for any such element we may deduce from (3.9-
10) and csi G O*K that v\(ß\x) M\ < M\ +r, and this in turn contradicts
the inclusion (3.8). D

Lemma 3.7 has reduced the problems of explicitly describing the order ^.(^[G]; /)
and then of checking whether Fr(K[G]; I) to straightforward computational matters.

(It incidentally can also be used to give a much quicker proof of ([Bu2],
Theorem 6) than the one originally given in ([Bu2], §5)).

Theorem 1.3(ii)(b) is a consequence of Theorem 1.3(iii)(b) and Lemma 2.4, and
so to complete the proof of Theorem 1.3 we need only prove Theorem 1.3(iii)(b).
We thus now suppose that L/K has degree pr and that ex 1- In this case it is

easy to check that all O^-orders in K[G] which contain Ok[G] are Gorenstein (or
'self-dual' in the language of ([Pr2], Theorem 10)) and so one has Fy(K[G];I) for
all ideals / of Ol. From Lemma 1.7 it follows that

P[G};I)OK

Our proof of Theorem 1.3(iii)(b) is thus completed by the following result.

Lemma 3.9. Suppose that =f/=G pr and that epc 1. Then there exists an ideal

I of OL for which A(K[G\;I) A(QP[G};I)OK if and only if r < 2p

Proof Let I p'lL. Since u^> 1 the formula (0.5) gives
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I -\- p — 1 — r
(3 11)

L V J

and hence

VlïA - [r/p] ~ 1 < vt (eiJ) < \i/p] - [r/p] (3 12)

The generator x(L/K) of C* (cf (0 6)) induces a bijection between C* and any
complete set J of residues modulo r each \ € C* corresponds to the integer
j(x) € J such that x x(L/K)J^x> If F is the absolute Frobenms of p, then

j(xF) Pj(x) modulo r (3 13)

Moreover, if J'{i) denotes the subset of J consisting of those integers j(x) for
which exe\ <£ A(K[G],I), then (0 6) implies that we may choose J in such a

way that both J and J'(i) is a set of consecutive integers We shall henceforth

suppose that J is chosen in this way We note that the inequalities (3 12) imply
[r/p] + 1 > #J'M > [r/p]

Now if A(K[G],I) A(QP[G]}I)OK, then (3 13) implies that J'{i) must be
stable (at least modulo r) under multiplication byp The fact that A(K[G],I) =/=

7[G], I)Ok if r > 2p is thus a consequence of the following sublemma

Sublemma 3.10. Ifr > 2p, then for any integer i there exists an integer j € J'(t)
such that pj is not congruent modulo r to any element of J'(i)

Proof We write J' for J'(i) We shall argue by contradiction and so assume
that multiplication by p induces a bijection of J' (with its elements considered as
residue classes modulo r) We let j\ and j% denote the least and greatest elements
of J' respectively There are two cases for us to consider

Case (l) j2 — 3\ > p — 1 In this case we know that for some s G {l, 2} there is an
integer A G J' such that pX ji — (p — s) modulo r and A + 1 G J' One therefore
has

p(X +1) ji — (p — s) + p j2 + s modulo r
and since by assumption this is congruent modulo r to an element of J' we must
have j2 + s > j\ + r However, this inequality implies that

r/p + 1 > [r/p] +1 >#J'=n-Ji + l > r-s + 1 > r - 1

and this certainly cannot happen if r > 2p

Case (u) j2 — 3\ < p — 1 Since =fj=J' > [r/p] and r > 2p one has =fj=J' > 2 For

some s G {0, 1} there is therefore an integer A G J' such that pX j\ + s modulo

r and A + 1 G J' Then we have p(X + 1) j\ + s + p modulo r Since however
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this implies that p(X + 1) is not congruent modulo r to any element of J', and
this is a contradiction D

At this stage it suffices for us to show that if r < 2p, then there exists an ideal

/ of OL such that A(K[G],I) A{%[G]J)OK Now if r < p, then

A(K[G\, OL) M{K, G) M(QP, G)OK

and so we shall assume that r p + £ with 1 < £ < p — 1 From (3 11) one has

vx (eWl) [*+P~1~e] - 1 (3 14)

We write i+p — 1 sp + t with s and t integers such that 0 < £ < p — 1 If £ > £,

then the expression (3 14) is equal to \i/p\ — 1 s — 1, and so the subset J'{i) is
the singleton consisting of the unique integer j' G J such that j' s — 1 modulo

r Regarding j' as a residue class modulo r it is invariant under multiplication by
p if and only if the integer s satisfies p(s — 1) s — 1 modulo r Choosing s and
t to satisfy the above stated conditions it follows that

K[G]ex,

We reiterate that, since j(x) 31 implies that \ ls QP-valued, the order A(K[G],I)
which is described by (3 15) is indeed induced from a Zp-order D

We have now completed the proof of all parts of Theorem 1 3 It therefore only
remains for us to complete the proof of Corollary 1 4 by showing that if ex 1,

then Fr(Qp[G<], Ol) implies that L/K is almost maximally ramified

Lemma 3.11. (Berge) Suppose that ck 1, and that L/K is cyclic Then

Fr(Qp[G], 0_l) implies that L/K is almost maximally ramified,

Proof If Fr(Qj,[G],OL), then Lemma 1 7 implies that A(K[G],OL) A(<QP[G],

Ol)Ok, and this condition can be investigated by using the same techniques as m
the proof of Lemma 3 9 Just such an analysis is made m ([Bel], §2 3, Corollaire
4 and Lemme 5) and shows that A(K[G], OL) A{%[G],OL)OK if and only if
L/K is almost maximally ramified D

Appendix: An algorithmic approach to determining local and
global module structures (W Bley)

In this appendix we let L/K denote an abelian extension of number fields with
Galois group G We let E be a subfield of K with class number one, and we
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shall consider G-stable ideals / of Ol which are locally free over A(E[G],T) Our
aim is to algorithmically determine their class in the locally free class group of

We recall that if A(E[G],I) is explicitly known, then the question of local free-

ness of / over A(E[G],I) is reduced to an mdex-theoretical computation using
([Fr2], Theorem 4) (see also Lemma 2 7m [Bl]) Algorithms for computing associated

orders of unit lattices and for deciding if these lattices are locally or globally
free over their associated orders are already given m [Bl] These algorithms can
be easily adapted to the rank one case of the present problem (that is, the case
E K), and so we shall focus on the problems which arise when E =/= K

In the following we write n [L K] and m [K E] By the normal
basis theorem we know that there exist elements 9\, 9m of / such that L
®^ll E[G]Ot We first describe an algorithm for explicitly computing such a set

{#1, ,0m} This is a generalization of a procedure introduced by K Girstmair
m[G]

The simple Wedderburn components of E[G] are parametrized by the set D(G)
of irreducible ^-characters of G For each p G D(G) we write ep for the
corresponding idempotent \ Y.geG P((j)g~l of E[G]

ALGORITHM
Given a hasts ui\, ,unm of L over E and matrices A(g) G Glnm(E) for each

g G G such that

this algorithm computes normal basis generators 6\, ,6m of L over E[G]
STEP 1 Set j 1, W {lui, Lünm}, V {} and let A be the identity matrix
of size nm
STEP 2 For each p e D(G) choose u^ G W such that ep(u^) £ spanE(V) and

put 63 =TlpeD(G)ep(uj(p))

STEP 3 Compute the S-basis T {6° g G G} of E[G]e3 and a subset W of
W such that L spariE{V) © span,E{T) © spanE{W) Also compute a matrix B
that transforms our new basis V L)TL) W to the old basis V U W Set j <— j + 1,

W <- W, V <- V U T and A <- AB
STEP 4 If j < m go to step 2 Otherwise output 6\, ,6m

In order to prove the correctness of this algorithm we proceed by induction on

j We suppose then that for some j < m we have both
(l) dvmE{spanE{V)) (j - l)n,

and

(u) spanE(V) © spanE(W) L
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We note first that spariE{V) ®^i E[G\9k- Because of (ii) we find for each

p G D{G) an element lup g W such that ep{ujp (Ë spanE{V). In particular

ep(93) ep(u!p) y^ 0 and this implies ex(93) ^ 0 for all irreducible Qc-characters
X contained in p. Therefore dimE(E[G]93) n.

We now prove that span,E{V) n E[G]63 {0}. If A is an element in this
intersection, then epX G ep(spane(V)) Pi epE[G]63. Since epE[G]63 is a simple

i?[G]-module and ep{63) ep{ujp) (Ë spanE{V) we deduce that ep{X) 0 for all
p G D{G); hence A 0.

Since spariE(V) n E[G]63 {0} the computations in step 3 can easily be
performed using linear algebra, and this obviously proves that both diniE(spanE(VU
T)) jn and spanE{V U T) 0 spanE(W) L. D

Remarks, (i) In order to implement steps 2 and 3 of the algorithm we must be
able to compute the action of elements A of E[G] on the basis elements lu G VF and
to express each A(w) in terms of the basis yuVF. Using the matrices A{g),g G G, it
is easy to compute A(w) as a linear combination a\w\ + anmiünm of the original
basis. Then [a\,... ,anm)A gives the coefficients of a representation of A(w) in
the basis V U W.
(ii) If <jj\,... ,ujnm is an O^-basis of a G-stable ideal / of Ol, then we obtain
normal basis generators 6\,... ,9m which are contained in / by setting 63

nJ2peD(G) ep(iüP m steP 2-

We assume henceforth that we explicitly know an O^-basis to\,... ,^nm of
/ and also the representation matrices A{g) G Glnm{ÖE) induced by this basis.

By applying the above algorithm we compute normal basis generators 9\,... ,9m
of L over E[G] that are contained in /. To shorten the notation we write 9

(#!,... ,6m).
Next we compute the O^[G']-lattice

Ae(I) :={XeE[G]m : X-9eI},
where for any A (Ai,... Am) G £7[G]m and a [a\,... am) G Lm we write
X ¦ a for the sum ~Y^L\ A»(a,). To determine Ae{I) we compute elements X3 of
i?[G]m such that X3 ¦ 9 iv3 for j 1,... ,nm. Then the set {Ai,... Xnm} is an
O^-basis of Ae(I)-

The order A(E[G];I) acts diagonally from the left on Ae(I) and in fact
A(E[G];I) {A G E[G] : XAe{I) Ç Ae(I)}. We denote by

t : E[G] x E[G] —> E

the symmetric, non-degenerate £?-bilinear pairing which satisfies

1, ifgh=l,
0, otherwise,
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for all elements g, h of G, and we let

s E[G]m x E[G]m —> E

be the m-fold orthogonal sum oft For any O^[G']-module Y in E[G]m, respectively

E[G], we identify the linear dual Y* HomoE(Y, OE) with {A G E[G]m
s(X,Y) Ç OE}, respectively {A G E[G] t(X,Y) Ç OE}

We now define an O^GJ-module homomorphism

Ae(I) x Ae(I)* ^ OE[G]

by setting (/x, v) J2geG s(9fJ->1/)9~^ f°r M € *4e(/) and v G *4g(/)* This
homomorphism satisfies

t{{ii,v\S) s{v,6ii) s{v6,ii) (2)

for (j, G *4e(/), f G Ae{I)* and (5 G E[G] Using (2) the following lemma is proved
in the same way as Lemma 4 2m [Bl,Bu]

Lemma 1. (Ae(I),Ae(I)*) A(E[G\,I)* D

This lemma leads to an algorithm for computing A(E[G],I) (The reader
should consult [Bl,Bu] for a discussion of this algorithm in the case m 1

We assume henceforth that we can compute explicit O^-bases for Ae(I),
A(E[G], I) and M{E, G) We shall for brevity now write AE and ME in place of
A(E[G],I) and M(E,G) respectively

By its very definition Ae{I) is O^GJ-isomorphic to /, and so we need only
determine the .Ag-structure of Ae{I) Theorem 4 in [Fr2] implies that Ae{I)
is locally free over AE if and only if [Ae(I)ME Ae{I)]oE [ME Ae]qe
Since Ae{I),AE and M.E are assumed to be explicitly known the question of local
freeness can therefore be decided by algorithm

Example 1. Let K be Q(y/~T) and let L be the subfield of the ray class

field K(27) of conductor 27 over K which is fixed by the unique subgroup of
Gal(K(27)/K) of order 2 and also by the Frobemus automorphism of 10 Then

L/K is an extension of group Cg x C3 and is totally ramified above 3 We let

pL denote the unique prime ideal of Ol lying above 3 With the same methods
as described in ([Bl,Bu], §5) one can compute ^4(lf[G],p^) and Ae{plL) (for some
normal basis element 9 of L over lf[G]) for each 1 with 0 < 1 < 26 Theoretical
considerations (similar to those used in §2) show that if plL is locally-free over
A(K[G],plL), then 1 G {8,9, 10}, and computation of the relevant indices shows
that each of these 3 ideals is indeed locally-free over its associated order in K[G]

If now F/K is the unique subextension of L/K which has group lsomorphic to
C3 x C3, T Gal(F/K), and pF OF n pL, then each of the orders A(K[T], p'lF)

was computed in ([Bl,Bu], §5 and §6) From Lemma 1 1 one knows that pF is
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locally-free over *4(if[r]; pF) if either i 0 or i 1. Applying the algorithm to
check local-freeness of pF over *4(if[r]; pF) for each of the remaining indices i with
0 < i < 8 one finds local-freeness only for i 8. Using Lemma 1.7 one can also
check that p% is not locally-free over ^l(Q[r];p|).

There are entirely similar results concerning powers of the unique prime ideal
above 3 in the unique extension of Q(\/—7) which has group isomorphic to C3 x C3
and lies in the ray class field Q(\/—7) (9).

We now turn to consider the problem of global freeness. To that end we shall

suppose that Ae{I) is a locally free .Ag-sublattice of E[G]m. Our aim is to
reduce the global freeness problem to the rank one case and then simply adapt the
algorithm presented in ([Bl], §2.2).

In the following we shall for brevity write M., A and Ae for Me, Ae and

Ae{I) respectively. We let Pic(A) denote the Picard group of A. Since A has

Krull dimension one, taking determinants (that is, top exterior powers) over A
induces an isomorphism between the locally-free class group of A and Pic(A) (cf.
[Ba], Ch. IX, §3). It follows that to determine the structure of any locally-free
^.-lattice X we need only analyse the invertible ^.-lattice det^(X).

The lattice Ae is by assumption a locally free *4-module, and so det_^(Ae)
canonically embeds into detB[G](*4g <8>oB E). Using this it is easy to show that
det_^(Ae) is generated by the determinants

det

/ \i,l ^»1,2 • • • \i,m \
A»2,l »2.2 • • • \2,m

< H < ¦ ¦ ¦ < im < nm,

where Ae =< X\,... ,Anm >oE with elements A^ (A^i,... X-hm) G i?[G]m for
each of i 1,... ,nm.

This gives a lattice with (n™) generators, and before proceeding one has to
compute an O^-basis. Whilst theoretically this is a trivial task, its actual
implementation is usually quite delicate since one rapidly runs into numerical difficulties
(cf. comment following Lemma 4.2 of [Bl,Bu]).

Having now reduced the global freeness problem to consideration of lattices
which have rank one over O^G] one can proceed just as in ([Bl], §2.2). There
is only a slight difference in the définition of the ideals Ip in this new context:
for each irreducible £?-character p of G we let Op denote the ring of algebraic
integers in the field Ep which is generated over E by the values of any irreducible
Qc-character contained in p, and we now set Ip := [AeM.ep : M.ep]op- In addition,
in the present case the set D{G) is the set of all irreducible ^-characters of G.

In the last part of this section we briefly describe how our algorithm can be
used to compute Pic(A), in the sense that we exhibit an explicit *4-sublattice
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M of E[G] lying in each class of Ptc(A) Once such a description of the Picard

group is available, we can use the algorithm to determine the class of Ae (which
is now assumed to be of rank one) Indeed, to do this we need only compute the
tensor product Ae <S)_a M for each representative M of Pic(A) and then apply
the algorithm to check whether Ae ®a M is a free .A-lattice Note that if Ae =<
Ai, ,Xn >oE and M < m, ,/xn >oE, then Ae<E>AM — AeM is generated
over Oe by the n2 elements {Aj/Zj 1 < i,j < n}

We let J{E[G\) denote the group of finite ideles of S [G], and we regard £7[G]*
as diagonally embedded in J{E[G\) For any O^-order A in E[G] we write U(A)
for the group of unit ideles of A

For each p G D{G) we fix an irreducible Qc-character \P contained in p The
Wedderburn decomposition of E[G] is explicitly given by the £?-algebra homomor-
phism

0 Ep,

which is induced by sending a group element g G G to (xP(g))PeD(G)
We let f be any integral 0^-ideal such that fM Ç A and put B OE + fM

We denote by clf(Ep) the ray class group of Ep of conductor f Then $ (or rather
its inverse), together with class field theory, induces a well-defined epimorphism

For any fractional ideal ap of Ep, respectively any locally free .A-lattice M in i?[G],
we denote its class in clf(Ep), respectively in Pic(A), by [ap], respectively [At]

Lemma 2. For each p G D{G) let ap denote an ideal of Op such that (ap,f) 1

Then [^^ Kf(([ap])peD{G))

Proof For each p G D{G) we define an îdèle ap G J{Ep) by setting ap *p 1 for
*P \ ap and choosing a^eE^ such that v^(o.p *p) v^(ap) for ^PlOp, where
w*p(—) denotes the *}3-adic valuation Identifying Ep <%>e Ep with ©spip-B^sp we

write ap J2t xp ® ßp j where xp G Ep, ßp G J(E) and the sum is over some
finite index set Then Kf(([ap])peD/G\) is represented by the unique lattice whose

completions are given by 9pAp with 9p E^d(g)D»*~1(4 wi On tne

other hand it is easily seen that the completion of $~^((ap)peD(G\) at p is given
by 9pMp The special choice of the ideles ap G J{Ep), p G D{G), implies that
9p 1 for primes p which divide f whereas Ap Mp for primes p which do not
divide f We therefore conclude that 9pMp n Ap 0pAp D

Remarks, (l) If for each p G D(G) we know an O^-basis of ap, then by using an
explicit description of $ we can compute an O^-basis of M ^^({dp)
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The most efficient way to compute the intersection with A is probably to use the
equality MnA=(M* + A*)*
(u) If one explicitly knows the ray class groups clf(Ep) for all p G D(G), then the
algorithm can be used to determine the group structure of Pic(A) For each
element x G YlpeD(G) ch(EP), we compute a representative of Kf(x) and by applying
the algorithm we can decide if x is in the kernel of kj This gives the exact order
of Pic{A)

Suppose in addition that FJ ejj(Q\ df(Ep) is given by a set of generators

{x\, xs} and a set of relations R Let L' be the free Z-module on {x\, ,xs}
and let L Ç L' be the Z-submodule generated by R Then

Pic(A) cz L'/ < L,kei(Kf) >z,

and by applying algorithms for Hermite Normal Form and Smith Normal Form
(see [C], Ch II, 2 4) this gives the complete group structure of the Picard group
and also a set of explicit generators

Example 2. Continuing with the notation of Example 1, we let K Q(\/~l) or
K Q(V—7), and let F be the unique extension of K which has group lsomorphic
to C*3 x C*3 and is contained in the ray class field K(9) Then one knows that Op,
pp, and pF are all locally-free over their respective associated orders in K[T] The
algorithm described above can be used to show that each of these ideals is in
fact free over its associated order in K\T] (Note that F/K is weakly ramified so

that A(K[T],pp) OK[T] (cf Lemma 1 1) Note also that in this case AF/K
pXFp2 -i^pF Pf

The above algorithm was implemented using the number theory package KANT
[GvS] The numerical results and also a more detailed description of the implementation

are available upon request from the author at the following address Institut
fur Mathematik der Universität Augsburg, Umversitatsstr 8, D-86159 Augsburg,
Germany (e-mail bleyQum-augsburg de), (http //www math um-augsburg
bley)
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